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Introduction

This file provides information on formatting submissions to the Journal of South Asian Linguistics.
Please submit your contribution on-line at the following website: http://www.jsal-journal.org/.
Basically, this file represents a sample JSAL article. In the present scenario, two issues of 2-4
articles each will be published on-line each year. The two semiannual issues will be combined into a
volume to be printed as a book of appximately 200 pages.
If you are using LATEX then use this sample file as a basis for your paper. If you are not using
A
L TEX then please format your paper so that it looks like this one (i.e., title, author, affiliation, just
as shown). In what follows, we provide some more information on what style requirements we have.
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Margins and Length

. Please set your paper size to USletter and set things up so that your text is 8.5 inches (height)
by 6 inches (width).
. We expect that your papers will be between 20 and 30 pages.
3

Embeddings

Please do not use more than 2 levels of embedding. If you are not using LATEX please format the
section headings to look as shown here. Each section heading should be followed by some text. So it
is not alright to have a section heading and then immediately follow that with a subsection heading.
There should be some text inbetween.
3.1 One Level
Here is one Level.
3.1.1 Second Level
Here is another Level.
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Figures and Tables

Label your Figures and Tables and number them. Labels should be underneath the figures/tables.
Use capitals to refer to the tables and figures in running text: Figure 1 and Table 2 show that . . . .
JSAL Volume 4, Issue 2, October 2010.
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Glossing

Base yourself on the Leipzig Convention for glossing when glossing examples:
http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/files/morpheme.html.
Examples should be presented as follows.
(1) bAcce=ne kahani
yad
k-i
child=Erg story.F.Sg.Nom memory do-Perf.F.Sg
‘The child remembered a/the story.’
(2) a. nadya=ne
xAt
lıkh li-ya
Nadya.F=Erg letter.M.Nom write take-Perf.M.Sg
‘Nadya wrote a letter (completely).’
b. nadya=ne
mAkan
bAna di-ya
Nadya.F=Erg house.M.Nom make give-Perf.M.Sg
‘Nadya built a house (completely, for somebody else).’
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Smaller Things

Use commas after e.g.. A comma after i.e. is optional, there should be none after cf.. When you
refer to a word in another language in the running text, use italics. Also provide the translation in
single quotes: kahani ‘story’.
Only use footnotes. Please make sure that footnotes do not distribute themselves over more than
one page (so a footnote should be completely contained on one page).
Thanks/acknowledgements go in the last section of the paper, as shown in this file.
Indentation: Do not indent the first paragraph after a section heading. If your paragraph includes
an example and then continues, like in this paragraph, then do not indent the material following the
example.
(3) The tiger chased the monkey.
Rather, the continuation of the paragraph should look like this one.
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References

Examples for Reference styles are shown in the References section. In the running text, cite as follows:
T. Mohanan (1988) shows that causatives are extremely complex (cf. also Bhatt 2003, Ramchand
2006).
That is, do not use: (cf. Bhatt (2003), Ramchand (2006)).
Spell out all the author names in full, except for where it does not make any sense, for example
with KP Mohanan or KV Subbarao . . .
Use edn. as an abbreviation for edition. This avoids confusion with ed. for editor.
If you are using LATEX, cited works will be listed as References sections by LATEX’s BibTeX program
in cooperation with the chapterbib.sty and natbib.sty packages. Here are some different ways
of citing: Butt and King (2006), Dalrymple 2001, (Hook 1974), (Hook 1974, 89).

Acknowledgments
An Acknowledgments section, if desired, is signaled with the command \acknowledgments and
should come at the end of an article but before References.
This is where earlier publication and funding of any portions of an article would be credited.
For example, the jsalcsli.sty package and much of this sample chapter were adapted from the
CSLI Publications LATEX package.
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